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This was also what Levi didn’t expect.

After the army from Tiance Mansion arrived, he has been searching for Wood
Zhengjie’s traces.

It turned out that Wood Zhengjie saw through his intentions and left.

Tianlong received the news that Wood Zhengjie had left.

“It’s okay, we are enough to deal with Levi alone!”

“In addition, give orders from the Tiance Mansion! Half of the people immediately
went to find the whereabouts of the evil gods! We must not let them go! This
opportunity is too rare!”

Soon, the Lords of Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan left one after another, and
they all went to hunt down the evil gods.

In an instant, Tiandang Mountain lost half of its people.

However, all the major forces in the Morendam martial arts world are there, as
are the international forces controlled by Richard.

The international forces are here for Levi.

The lives and deaths of other people have little to do with them.

They want to watch Levi die.



In their opinion, the remaining people could kill Levi no matter what.

After all, almost all of the top ten strongest in the sky list are in.

It’s hard for Levi to escape!

Now he is just fighting against the trapped beasts alone!

Far beyond Tiandang Mountain.

Three of the seven evil gods looked at Tiandang Mountain and sighed.

“Can the little evil god alone handle so many people?”

“This is also a good thing for him! It is the strongest experience! If he succeeds,
he is in the top three of the rankings!”

The top of Tiandang Mountain.

“Levi, you must also understand that it is inevitable to die today! So you have
chosen the place of burial in advance?”

“Don’t worry, Morendam will take care of your family after you die! After all, your
daughter’s talent is rare in the world!”

“Everyone, let me come first!”

Xuan Lang stood up.

He has always wanted to fight Levi for a long time.

Finally there is a chance.

“Let’s go together! Don’t waste time!”

Hearing this, Xuan Lang was going to explode.



“Levi, you are crazy! I can deal with you alone!”

“boom!!!”

Xuan Lang roared wildly.

All his clothes burst to pieces.

His body expanded for no reason…

The muscles of the body expanded, and there was a totem of a black wolf on his
body, faintly transmitting light.

It was as if this wolf was about to jump out of his body.

Xuan Lang’s entire popularity changed drastically.

The wolf totem gives him endless power and lightning-fast speed.

“kill!”

Xuan Lang appeared in front of Levi instantly, this speed broke the limit.

“boom!”

He slapped it.

The power given by the wolf totem is enough to smash everything.

Xuan Lang was very confident, even if he was lost, he could still tie Levi for
hundreds of rounds.

“roll!”

But he never expected that Levi slapped it out.



Faster than him!

Stronger than him!

“puff!”

Under the slap of destroying the sky and the earth, Xuan Lang couldn’t stop it at
all, and the whole person flew out.

Blood was scattered all over the ground.

“Next person!”

The corners of Levi’s mouth were cold.

Shock!

As the Tianlong four members of Tiance Mansion who often deal with things
outside, Xuan Lang is the strongest.

In the end, even Levi couldn’t stop him from slap!

Levi swept across everyone’s faces: “Let’s go together!”

“Let’s come! Let us understand how powerful the descendants of the evil gods
are!”

Several people stood up.

They are the tenth god of war in the sky!

The ninth king of the Western Regions!

The eighth spear of Hades!

Qingcheng Dao Sword Logan Daotian, seventh in the sky list!



The four will join forces to prove whether Levi’s sixth place on the Tianan list is
true…

These people are one level higher than Wulong Taoist!

Especially the four people teamed up!

It will be earth-shattering!

Levi smiled helplessly.

Is this decent?

It’s not teaming up yet!

It’s not that the four of them didn’t have this courage, but that they didn’t believe
in Levi’s strength, but on the other hand they believed in the authority of Tianji
Pavilion.

Since Levi can be ranked sixth, it shows that Levi is better than them.

“on!”

“Take it down!”

Chapter 1836

When these four people join forces, it seems to everyone that it is about to come
to an end.

Especially the Qingcheng Dao Sword Logan Daotian who is seventh in the sky
list!

He is not only a martial artist, he is also a Lord of Taoist magic arts.



Combining martial arts and magic techniques together, one can imagine how
terrifying it is!

What’s more, he also teamed up with three super powers!

“kill!”

The strongest rushed out is the tenth god of war Thunder.

He was not in control of Thunder, but he was once named after the heavenly
thunder to temper his body without dying.

He is a Lord of horizontal training!

The body is so tyrannical that it can even hold the thunder and lightning!

It shows how powerful he is!

Immediately, the Western Region Sword King shot a scimitar like lightning.

A scimitar revolved, causing a sensation of wind and thunder.

He is called the best knife in the world!

There are few people in the world to stop it!

The Hades shot out like lightning across the night, tearing the world apart, and
ghosts and gods trembled!

Logan Daotian pinched his fingers, and the two Dao Swords he was carrying
unsheathed.

Carrying the thunder power, fell from the sky and slashed towards Levi.

The terrifying power spread and shattered everything around him.



Everyone hurriedly avoided.

For fear of hurting yourself!

For the first time in many years, the four strongest players have joined forces.

It is rare!

However, it was the descendant of the Heretic God to deal with it!

There will be no remarks about bullying the less by more and bullying the
smaller!

In the minds of the public, the evil spirits must die, no matter what methods are
used!

“Good job!!!”

Levi roared wildly.

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

Facing the four people teaming up, Levi instantly blasted four punches!

The speed is so fast that it is unimaginable!

The shots of the four major top players are already the limit!

Don’t let Levi have a chance!



But under this limit, Levi hit four punches instantly!

Shocked!

“boom!”

There is no god and demon under a punch, and the Thunder God of War can’t
hold Levi’s punch.

His clothes burst to pieces, and blood stains appeared on his body.

What could hold the body of Thunder and Lightning, still could not stop Levi’s
punch.

“boom!”

The scimitar that looked like a lightning-like silver snake and dragon dance was
blasted back by Levi with a punch.

“puff!”

The moment the Western Region Knife King caught the knife, his heart was
sweet, and a mouthful of blood spurted out.

“boom!”

The Hades spear that pierced the night encountered Levi with a punch.

He was beaten back abruptly.

“Rumble…”

The moment the Lord of the Hades spear caught it, it seemed as if he had picked
up a large mountain, and the terrible weight instantly pressed on him.

His feet were torn apart in an instant, and the earth was shaking.



“Da da da da…”

The Lord of the Hades spear withdrew more than a dozen steps in a row to
stabilize his figure.

“boom!”

As for Logan Daotian’s double swords, they stubbornly held Levi’s punch, and
they were not beaten into the air!

But Logan Daotian’s eyes were full of shock!

Is this young man terrible?

After repulsing the three of them, his dual swords did not hurt him!

“It’s me!”

The voice fell.

Levi disappeared.

“Boom boom boom…”

He already appeared in front of the Thunder God of War, three punches.

God of Thunder cannot avoid it at all!

His body was cracked open, and finally flew out.

Did not wait for everyone to react!

Levi killed Xiangxiyu King Sword and Hades Spear again!

These two are obviously stronger.



Levi solved the opponent with five punches and eight punches respectively.

In the end, only Logan Daotian was left.

Levi didn’t give him the opportunity to use spells at all.

Just about to pinch the finger, Levi’s fist arrived, like a gust of wind and rain.

Logan Daotian immediately tried his best to resist.

“Da da da…”

Levi’s fists swept like a machine gun, and hundreds of punches blasted out in an
instant.

Logan Daotian used martial arts and martial arts together to resist.

…

“puff!”

But after a long time, Logan Daotian was obviously lost, and he flew out after
being hit by a punch.

“Next person!”

Levi shouted.

Next, it’s time to come out fifth on the top list.
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Chapter 1837

In the first battle, Levi showed great strength!

The strength crushes the top four ranking powerhouses behind him!

Once again confirmed that Tianji Pavilion is correct!

Their ranking is based!

“I’m here to you!”

A female voice came.

As if the twelfth lunar month was approaching, everyone couldn’t help but
shudder.

Ranked fifth on the list, she is known as Mrs. Cold Bing.

She and her forces have been in the deepest part of the northern border in the
ice and snow.

It is said that Mrs. Frost can be frozen for hundreds of miles!

It is equivalent to a means to reach the sky.

She is ranked fifth for a reason!

After Mrs. Han Bing came out.

The audience was silent.

After all, this is the first one who ranks ahead of Levi in real strength!

Everyone firmly believes in the authority of Tianji Pavilion!



There is absolutely nothing wrong!

Mrs. Han Bing’s strength is definitely above Levi!

Mrs. Han Bing did not say a word, and started the fight directly.

As soon as she shot her hand, the cold air burst out.

Coming overwhelmingly.

I want to turn this place into a world of ice and snow.

“Frozen!”

“Frozen!”

“Frozen!”

…

The entire top of Tiandang Mountain is constantly being frozen by cold air!

There are no dead ends at all.

Both towering ancient trees and rocky peaks are surrounded by ice.

Ice and snow, as if you were in the northernmost part of Morendam.

Everyone present began to evade one after another, for fear that the cold might
burn themselves.

This is the coldness of the eighth-layered heavenly powerhouse, which can melt
everything in an instant.

Mrs. Han Bing didn’t give Levi any chance to punch, and the instantaneous cold
air enveloped Levi.



The next moment, Levi was frozen.

“ended!”

Mrs. Han Bing showed a sneer.

“Hahaha…”

Everyone present smiled.

The fifth on the top list is better than the sixth!

“Crack!”

The laughter wasn’t over yet, suddenly the ice cube burst open, and Levi flew out
of it.

“boom!”

“boom!”

He shoots out with both palms.

The scorching airflow permeated.

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

…

The entire frozen Tiandang Mountain peak began to thaw.

From a distance, the mountain top seemed to be wrapped in a fire.



“puff!”

Even Mrs. Han Bing couldn’t stop the hot air current. At this moment, she felt that
she was going to be melted by the high temperature.

Just when she thought she was going to die, the heat disappeared.

Levi stopped.

Even Mrs. Han Bing didn’t believe that Levi would stop.

This Heretic God’s descendant, shouldn’t he kill himself directly?

How can you stop?

“Next!”

Fifth defeat in the summer list!

“Amitabha! Poor monks come to the donor! I hope the donor will put down his
butcher knife and become a Buddha!”

A monk appeared in front of Levi.

The fourth monk Tianwu!

King Kong Temple from the West!

It is said that if the golden bell is trained to a very high level, there is no way to kill
it!

“Did the Lord ever see me murder?”

“Never!”



“Is it all heard? Seeing is not necessarily true! Lord heed some rumors and
decided that I was a Cthulhu?”

“Poor monk…”

Levi’s word forbearance made Monk Tianwu speechless.

“Divine monk, don’t listen to Levi’s words to confuse the crowd! You must take
him down as soon as possible!”

“Yes, the monk do it! Let this evil demon die quickly!”

…

The crowd urged.

“The donor has taught me!”

Monk Tianwu put his hands together.

“bring it on!”

…

Afterwards, Levi and the monk Tianwu fought against each other.

Both of them are in a big deal.

Fist head-to-head fight!

The world changed its color.

The top of the mountain was razed, and the whole Tiandang Mountain was
shaking in the end!

Finally, Monk Tianwu used the golden bell jar!



But Levi used seven punches to blast him abruptly!

Monk Tianwu is defeated!

Levi defeated the fifth and fourth powerhouses successively as the sixth in the
ranking!

Shock!

Where is the limit of Levi?

But then is the real battle…

The top three in the sky list!

Chapter 1838

Tens of thousands of people were frightened.

How could Levi be so strong?

Qingcheng Daojian these people were defeated, and it was understandable that
the four of them joined forces as soon as possible.

However, both the fourth and fifth in the rankings were defeated by Levi.

It’s incredible.

For the first time, the authority of the Tianji Pavilion ranking in the world list was
questioned.

It turns out that they sometimes missed their eyes.

This Levi is not at the sixth level at all, this is challenging the level of the top
three!



Top three in the big summer list!

Outsiders may not know.

But in the mind of the warrior, that is the ceiling!

Like the top three on the earth list, the top three on the sky list is quite different
from the rest of the top three on the sky list!

There is a moat between the fourth and the third!

The first three belong to another level of existence!

Third on the list, he is a Lord of magic, said to be from the ancient Taoist school,
nicknamed Kyushu Xuanzun.

A surgical procedure can be called a change of fate! It is the supreme in the
magic world! A lot of juniors who learned the technique offered him like a god!

It’s a dragon that sees the end but never sees the end!

Ranked second in the rankings, nicknamed the Common Killer God, who used
his own power to suppress the Dongfangzhou martial arts world, no one can
match it.

Just a piece of commoner can deter millions of people in the Outland!

The Commoner God of War is said to be the suppressor of the era after the era
of Cthulhu!

At that time, Tiance Mansion invited him to be named the Dragon of Great Xia,
but he refused!

The key is to hear that Commoner Killing God is hidden in the city! He lives in the
dunya, maybe someone you meet in the vegetable market.



No. 1 in the sky list, Beidiyan Beitian!

His introduction is very rare.

Can be ranked in front of this level of commoner to kill the gods, enough to show
how strong he is!

He is the real ceiling of the ranking list!

These three shots are estimated to be earth-shattering.

Before Levi, he heard from the intelligence that the second and third figures in
the top ranking have all come.

So next should be Xuanzun Kyushu, who is third in the sky list, right?

But no one came out…

When they were in doubt, several people from Tianlong shouted: “Please also
ask Senior Xuanzun Kyushu and Senior Common Killing God to take action to
punish this demon!”

“Please…”

Everyone present shouted.

Because according to the plan of Tiance Mansion, outside of Beidi Bass Beitian,
the other two were here.

At this time, several Taoist priests came to the field.

“Sorry everyone! Our Lord is retreating recently! He can’t come here!”

Several people apologized.



Tianlong looked puzzled: “Then why do you say Senior Xuanzun Kyushu is
here?”

“We want to release the name of the Lord, to frighten these evil demons! How do
you know…”

These Taoist priests were dumbfounded.

No one thought that Levi would be so strong, it really needed their Lord to make
a move!

“Hey!”

Everyone was disappointed.

Can only count on Commoner to kill God.

“Senior Commoner Killing God, are you here?”

Everyone is searching around.

An old man stood up, holding a commoner in his hand!

This is Commoner’s token of Killing God-Commoner!

There was an era of suppression that year!

Just a piece of cloth hanging on the high wall, so that millions of people dare not
take a step!

“Actually, the Lord has long lived a life of idle clouds and wild cranes! Although it
is in Morendam, I don’t know where it is! I can only invite the Lord’s
token-Commoner, the town hall!”



The Tianlong people immediately took over the cloth in a respectful manner, and
scolded Levi: “Seeing the cloth cloth is like seeing the cloth cloth killing the deity!
Levi, you won’t be able to catch it?”

According to the rules of the martial arts world, those who see the commoner
must kneel!

But Levi sneered: “You have a brain disease, right? I’m not even afraid of the
deity! I’m afraid of one of his clothes?”

As soon as the voice fell, Levi blew out a stream of air, tearing the commoner
directly.

Everyone was dumbfounded.

Levi was crazy.

But everyone is helpless.

Levi didn’t want to fight with these people, he wanted to know how Sarah was
going.
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On the other side, the three evil gods among the seven evil gods——

The evil spirits, the evil spirits of blood, and the evil spirits have quietly touched
the periphery of the Shenlong science and technology base.

They paid enough attention to the task arranged by Levi and sent three evil gods
to rescue Sarah.



The evil god of poison is naturally good at using poison and killing the gods
invisible.

The blood evil god uses blood to practice kung fu, powerful and terrifying.

The evil spirit refers to his evil charm like a demon, and he has reached the
pinnacle of illusion.

With these three people taking action, Levi was naturally relieved.

“Let’s go, save people!”

The three swaggered in.

With the strength of the three of them, there is no need to be sneaky.

Just go in and take people away.

“Dididi…”

As soon as the three of them stepped into the Shenlong Technology Base, the
entire base sirens loudly.

“Huh!!!”

At the same time, a light curtain rose behind the three of them, cutting off their
retreat.

“How do I feel an ambush?”

The demon evil god wary way.

“Yes! I have been waiting for you for a long time!”

Accompanied by the voice, Wood Zhengjie led someone to appear slowly.



The Shenlong Science and Technology Base has advanced technology, not to
mention an aircraft at several times the speed of sound.

Therefore, Wood Zhengjie came to the Shenlong base before the three evil gods.

“You arrested someone?”

The Blood Cthulhu asked sharply.

Wood Zhengjie smiled abnormally: “Yes, yes, people are inside! Go and save!”

“court death!”

The blood evil god was angry.

The eyes turned blood red, and bloody traces appeared on his face, like
symbols.

It just so happened that he didn’t use blood today, so he took Wood Zhengjie’s
operation.

As soon as the blood evil god took action, the whole world turned into blood,
desolate and murderous.

He wants to tear Wood Zhengjie apart!

It’s just that Wood Zhengjie’s mouth has a weird smile.

The Blood Evil God instantly appeared in front of Wood Zhengjie, grabbing his
shoulders with both hands, tearing him in half.

The Blood Evil God has the strength of the Eighth Heaven, even if the opponent’s
body is as hard as a mountain, it can be torn apart.

But the moment he got started, he was dumbfounded.



Because Wood Zhengjie’s body turned into liquid.

His hands seemed to be in the water.

“not good!”

Blood Cthulhu realized that something was wrong, his face changed drastically,
and he wanted to retreat.

“boom!”

But Wood Zhengjie didn’t give him a chance at all, the moment the energy body
condensed, super energy blasted from his fist.

“puff!”

The Blood Cthulhu couldn’t hold this punch at all.

I was beaten out!

“This…”

Blood Cthulhu’s eyes were full of horror.

I have never seen such power…

“Da da da…”

Wood Zhengjie deceived him, and his fist rained down on the blood evil god.

The blood evil god’s physique has long been detached from the world, so
powerful that modern weapons can’t bombard it.

But under Wood Zhengjie’s fist, countless blood stains appeared on the body of
the blood evil god, and his body would be exploded if it continued like this!



In front of Wood Zhengjie, the blood evil god has no power to fight back!

“boom!”

Seeing that the blood evil spirit was about to explode, suddenly Wood Zhengjie
flashed a flower, and the blood evil spirit disappeared from his eyes.

The evil spirits’ illusions saved the blood evil spirits.

If you don’t save it, the blood evil god is really going to die.

“Look at me! He must die! I have used hundreds of poisons that are rare in the
world on him just now! No matter how high his cultivation is, no matter how
strong he is!”

The evil god of poison sneered.

He is the weakest among the seven evil gods.

Even the seventh heaven.

However, relying on a single-handed poisonous skill, he abruptly tied with the
other six.

It shows how good he is.

The most terrifying thing is that the poisonous evil god is among the seven great
evil gods, the one who has killed the most powerful people of the seventh heaven
and the eighth heaven.

Relying on one-handed poisonous power.

When Wood Zhengjie was fighting with the blood evil god just now, the poison
evil god was not idle. He used poison power to inflict hundreds of poisons on
Wood Zhengjie.



The three of them looked at Wood Zhengjie as if they were watching a dead
person.

“Really? Hundreds of highly poisonous?”

Chapter 1840

Wood Zhengjie smiled at the corner of his mouth and looked at the three of them
as if they were prey.

The poisonous power of the evil evil spirit is operating, and Wood Zhengjie will
definitely have a poisonous attack in the next moment, bleeding from Lloyd
orifices and die.

The evil spirits even counted down three and two in their hearts.

The next moment, the trio’s complexion changed drastically.

Because the poison power was working, hundreds of virulent poisons had
occurred at the same time, but Wood Zhengjie had nothing to do.

Still looking at them with a smile.

“Impossible! No one can hold this poisonous!”

The evil god of poison exclaimed.

Even if he planted hundreds of virulent poisons in the top three in the top three,
not to mention death on the spot, at least he was poisoned.

But Wood Zhengjie was nothing strange at all.

“Do you poison me? It’s no use!”

Wood Zhengjie smiled, his energy body began to move, and abruptly expelled
hundreds of poisons in it.



“Zizzi…”

Hundreds of highly poisonous species fell on the ground, and soon a large area
of   scorched black and smoke rose.

“Impossible! How could you expel all my poison in an instant?”

The evil god of poison is even more incredible.

Even the Northern Emperor, who is number one in the sky list, can’t do it!

How did Wood Zhengjie do it?

His face is incredible!

It was the evil spirits who understood something.

“It seems to be a problem with his physique!”

The blood evil god also said: “Is he a physique that is not invaded by a hundred
poisons in the legend?”

That’s right!

It’s Wood Zhengjie’s physique!

His body is composed of pure energy!

Not flesh and bones!

So this kind of poison is of no use to him!

He can discharge instantly!

“Die!”



Wood Zhengjie’s face changed and he killed a few people.

“Withdraw, we are not his opponents, we will suffer!”

The evil god immediately exclaimed.

If it is someone else, it is impossible to escape in Wood Zhengjie’s hands.

But the evil spirit’s illusion can be done to hide from the sky.

Instantly disappeared from Wood Zhengjie’s eyes…

“I’m furious!!!”

Wood Zhengjie gasped with anger as he looked at the three people who
disappeared.

Needless to think about it, these are three of the seven evil gods.

If these three are taken down, then Wood Zhengjie will become famous.

“But Levi, do you want to save Sarah? Impossible!”

“Next, whether you die or not, I will advance the experiment!”

Wood Zhengjie returned to the base.

He also told the Tiance Mansion the news of the appearance of the seven evil
gods and asked them to actively search for it.

The three evil gods who escaped were helpless.

Because the blood evil god is about to die…

“Hurry up and find the blood, or the old blood won’t survive tonight!”



…

The blood evil god is in danger, according to his practice, only fresh blood can
save him!

“Where is the blood?”

The evil god of poison was already anxious.

“Kill when you see people! Take human blood!”

The evil god urged.

At this time, the dying blood evil god’s weak voice sounded: “Don’t! Have you
forgotten the last little Lord’s instructions?”

“He told me never to kill innocent people indiscriminately! If you want blood, you
can use artificial or animal ones! Don’t kill people!”

The evil god of poison nodded: “Okay, I understand, I’ll look for animal blood!”

This is the role of Levi!

Even though he is still forcefully ordering them as a descendant of the evil gods,
at least these evil gods will not kill innocent people indiscriminately.

Over time, in a subtle way, they will also change.

Besides, after Wood Zhengjie returned to the base, he looked at Sarah and
smiled.

“Levi is under siege right now, he has no way of life! But he just sent someone to
rescue you, but I was beaten back!”

“What? He sent someone to save me?”



Plum dyed his face incredibly.

“Don’t worry, no one can save you! You can only follow me obediently! The
experiment will start soon! You can’t escape!”

In order to have more dreams at night, Wood Zhengjie decided to experiment as
soon as possible.

“You are a demon!”

Sarah cursed.


